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The latest in bathroom design,
how to make the most of a small bath,
and the area’s best designers, tile
shops, and other experts who can help
you create your dream bathroom
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With no wall
between this master
bath and bedroom
in Chevy Chase,
more light flows
through the space.

No Room for Modesty

Who says this is a conservative town? More Washingtonians
want master baths that open right into the bedroom and that
have more windows to let in natural light. By Jennifer Sergent

I
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forget concealing things behind curtains
or frosted-glass doors—instead, think clear
glass (that is, if there’s any partition at all
between the shower and the rest of the
space). For those still dedicated to bathing, simple and elegant tubs—freed from
being encased in decks and unburdened
from fancy whirlpool systems—take the
place of honor, sometimes in full view of
the bed and fireplace.
“Function has become more of a driver,” says Jerry Levine of Levine Group

Architects & Builders in Silver Spring.
Whether it’s a large shower, sumptuous
tile, or heated floors, people are spending
their dollars on “focused treasures,” Levine
says, “as opposed to ‘I want everything.’ ”
Those treasures are the details that
contribute to the feeling of a spa. “The
‘because I deserve it’ thing continues,”
says Leslie Roosevelt, a bath expert at
Gilday Renovations in Silver Spring. And
although traditional styling in area homes
will never go away, more bathrooms are

Photograph By Greg Hadley

t’s official: We’re no longer prudes in
the nude—at least in the comfort of
our homes. Perhaps it’s the rise of spa
culture or that we’re inspired by hotels
and spas overseas, but new and renovated
bathrooms in Washington homes are leaving little to the imagination.
Bathrooms large and small are emphasizing the big (tile) and the open (more
windows and glass). Natural light is a
hot commodity. Showers are edging out
tubs so they can occupy more space, and

Giving an attic a suite new life
Designer/contractor: Four Brothers Vanities:
Restoration Hardware Sink and tub faucets:
Grohe, Hansgrohe Tub: BainUltra Shower
fixtures: Hansgrohe Floor tile: Architectural
Ceramics Wall tile: Daltile Wall sconces and
pendants over tub: Rejuvenation

going contemporary, according to Jennifer
Gilmer, who owns a kitchen-and-bath firm
under her name in Chevy Chase. “They feel
like contemporary is more calm. They want
it to be more open,” she says. “In Europe,
they’ve been doing it that way for years. It’s
taken a long time for it to catch on here.”
Here’s a look at other local bath trends.

Blurring the Line
Between Bed and Bath

Architect Janet Bloomberg of DC’s Kube
Architecture was trying to devise different schemes to allow as much space and
light as possible into the master bath of a
12-foot-wide rowhouse in Foggy Bottom.
The conventional path would have been to
wall it off from the bedroom, but the owners were looking for something more open.
Another option was to build glass walls. A
third choice was simply to have everything

in the same space with no barrier at all,
and—wouldn’t you know it?—“that’s what
they wanted, which I found shocking,”
Bloomberg says.
Now that the project is done, she sees
the merits: “What’s cool about it is it’s
so effective for a rowhouse.” Any room
partition necessarily chops up space and
blocks natural light, so when space is at a
premium, it makes sense to forgo modesty.
“If you’re willing to do it, as an owner, it’s
the best use of space you can think of.”
Lots of examples are on popular design
websites such as Houzz.com. The technique’s
popularity can be attributed to luxury hotels
such as the W, whose guest rooms in Barcelona and Montreal, for example, offer a seamless transition between sleeping and bathing.
Architect Steven Spurlock found the look
to be conducive to the loft he and his wife,
Karin Strydom, renovated in downtown

DC. Strydom travels often for her job at the
International Finance Corporation and
frequently stays in hotels where the bath
and bedroom occupy one space. “She liked
that feeling,” Spurlock says. And considering
the vaulted space of their loft, a walled-in
bathroom would have looked odd.
“We wanted it to feel like one big room,
not a bathroom and a closet and a bedroom,”
he says. In the interest of letting light flow
throughout the space, the couple framed
the tub and the shower in glass. “You can
sit in the tub and see the fireplace. Karin
can lounge in there, and I can bring her a
glass of Champagne.” The bathroom storage surrounding the vanity was constructed
with maple, so it looks more like bedroom
furniture than bath cabinets.
This trend lends itself to modern design,
but it can be adapted to a more traditional
setting. Four Brothers, a contractor and
m ay 2013 ★ Washingto ni a n
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Tall Homeowner, big shower
Design: Studio Twenty Seven Contractor: Phelps
& Phelps Wood wall veneer: Ceylon Rosewood
Tile: Lea Basaltina naturale (walls), natural
textured (floor), stucatta (shower floor) Showerhead: Kohler Shower control: Axor

Window Dressing

It’s one thing to be revealing inside your
own home with a seamless bed, bath, and
dressing area, but opening it up to the
outside? Absolutely, experts say. Some
master bathrooms are getting the window
treatment—and we don’t mean drapes—as
designers put a premium on letting in light.
“There’s something comforting and
relaxing—and uplifting—about natural
light,” says Jerry Levine. Artificial light
“is still not the same as a beautiful, sun-

All Out in the Open

A walled-in bathroom would have looked odd in this loft with vaulted
ceilings, says architect Steven Spurlock.
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Design: Architect Steven L. Spurlock Tub: Wetstyle, through Renaissance Tile & Bath Millwork:
Wnuk Spurlock Sinks: Kohler, through Ferguson
Sink, shower, and tub fixtures: Hansgrohe Axor
Steel, through Ferguson

Photograph of Studio Twenty Seven Bathroom By Hoachlander Davis Photography; Wnuk Spurlock bathroom by Brandon Webster

An extra-long shower in this Northwest DC home extends out like a fashion catwalk encased in glass.

custom-cabinetry firm in DC, was asked
to turn a cramped attic in Chevy Chase
into a master suite. “They wanted to keep
it open,” project manager Leroy Johnson
says, retaining only the original heart-pine
floors and a brick column.
Using those elements as design cues,
Four Brothers created an open bath and
closet space, shielding just the clothing
racks and toilet with a wall of reclaimed
barn siding, fitted with a stained-glass window the clients purchased in Chicago. The
wood is lit from behind with LED lights,
which double as a night-light. Subway tile
and marble define the bath and vanity area,
and retro pendant lighting hangs above the
tub, making it a highlight of the suite.
Four Brothers has since used the bed/
bath concept in an ultramodern renovation of a rowhouse in DC’s Mount Pleasant. As with Bloomberg’s clients in Foggy
Bottom, it had a narrow width and many
chopped-up spaces. The only wall in the
master suite now is used to hold up a mirror. “They didn’t even want to separate the
toilet off,” Johnson says. “They wanted to
really open up the master suite and bring
in light from the back.”

Professional

Interior / Exterior
PAINTING
2008 - 2012

Angies List
Super Service Award

www.hommcps.com
866.701.7077

ORIENTAL LIVING

Instead of thin
borders of accent
tile, designers are
using entire walls
of decorative tile.

Free Parking Behind Bldg. on Woodmont Avenue
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Adding Texture With Tile
Cabinetry design: Aidan Design Design/
build: Neil Jannsen at Jannsen Design Wall
tile: Ann Sacks tile in “Flannel Crackle” finish
and “Swiss Cross” shape Floor tile: Stone
Bianco Venatino honed marble, through
Architectural Ceramics Tub: Victoria & Albert
Faucet: Kallista

shiny day. Having that while you’re inside
the house? That’s great stuff—it makes
living worthwhile.”
Levine won a grand prize for bath design
in 2011 from the National Association of the
Remodeling Industry for a master bathroom

he built for a Craftsman-style house in the
Palisades section of DC. The bath, which occupies a rear corner of the house, is wrapped
in windows, which are dressed with cafe
curtains for privacy when necessary.
“He wanted a lot of windows all along
the back of the house,” Levine says of his
client, noting that this arrangement follows
a trend in home design “where people want
to have that connection between outside
and inside.” The windows are such a prominent feature in the space that Levine had
the shower partitions custom-made to
echo the window frames.
For homeowners who live far enough

Photograph by Robert Radifera

Shoji Screens Custom-Made Locally
Since 1982
Translucent shoji screens
are ideal replacements for
draperies or blinds.
Excellent energy savers
for windows, patio doors,
bi-fold, pocket doors,
room dividers, and
closet doors. Practical,
elegant, clean-looking,
and very simplistic.
7720 Wisconsin Avenue, #9
Bethesda, MD 20814
301-656-9333 • fax 301-656-9444
www.shojiscreens-midatlantic.com
japanesescreens@hotmail.com
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from neighbors that privacy isn’t a concern,
windows get the super-size treatment,
framing the nature beyond as if it were a
work of art on the wall. Jonas Carnemark of
the Bethesda design/build firm Carnemark
performed that feat for a home in Potomac
Falls overlooking a golf course. He kept the
rest of the colors muted, so that the view,
along with a vivid red artwork adjacent to
it, would steal the show.
Even more dramatic is the Great Falls
bath that Kube Architecture built for a
couple who travel often for the World Bank.
Modesty wasn’t an issue, particularly with
a wooded three-acre property bordered
by county-owned land. A huge plate-glass
window brings the space directly into the
forest, where the changing seasons alter
the look of the bath. “That is my favorite
bathroom that I’ve ever done,” says architect Janet Bloomberg.

All the Shower’s a Stage

It used to be real-estate gospel that the
master bath had to have a tub for resale purposes. Not anymore, as busy homeowners

recognize that they rarely—if ever—take
baths, choosing instead to invest in a bigger
shower, which they use every day.
“ ‘ We want this fantastic, spa-like
shower,’ ” says Bill Millholland, executive
vice president of Case Design/Remodeling,
quoting many of his clients. “ ‘I’d rather
that be my daily luxury than looking at this
tub that I have to dust, which I haven’t used
in three months.’ ”
Anthony Wilder, who runs a design/build
firm in Cabin John, agrees: “We’ve been taking tubs out for 15 years—what they’re used
for is putting racks in there to dry clothes.”
Most of his clients still hesitate to let
go of their tub, but Wilder manages to
convince them—especially when he shows
what a larger shower can do for the space.
Wilder’s firm is practicing what it preaches:
It bought a dilapidated 1930s-era house
across the street from its Cabin John office
and restored its early 20th-century charm
but incorporated 21st-century features such
as a streamlined master bath with no tub in
sight. Although the house is being rented,
Wilder shows clients photos of the space as

an example of how a master bath can look
with just a single large shower. “They love it
because it’s smart, it’s simple, it’s clean, and
it’s classic,” he says. “That will never get old.”
In smaller spaces, it’s practically a nobrainer to get rid of the tub, as a Northwest
DC couple did with the help of Studio
Twenty Seven Architecture’s Jake Marzolf.
The husband is a “big guy,” Marzolf says; at
six-foot-five, “he wanted a big Texas shower.” And that’s what he got: a long, narrow
space that juts into the main bathroom like
a fashion catwalk encased in glass. Natural
light floods the shower and interior dressing
room through a large frosted window in the
shower itself.
The shower directed the rest of the
master-suite design, Marzolf says. The
frosted glass is repeated along the doors of
the closets, which are lit from within. “We
created these containers of light,” he says,
so they become “lanterns” on the way to
the bath area. Additional skylights also
feed the bedroom with light. “We looked
at it as the cycle of your day—waking light,
bathing light, and dressing light.”
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See hours and directions at www.CountryCasual.com
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Place Of Honor

In spaces where the tub endures, the latest
designs are featuring it as a centerpiece,
almost like sculpture—an updated interpretation of its claw-foot forebears.
When Chantilly designer Marisa Moore
redid her own master bath, she wanted the
tub to anchor the space, more for aesthetics
than for use. “I’m not into the whole Jacuzzi
thing—and every client I’ve had is like that,”
she says. “Nobody has time to take a bath for
two hours; they just want the look.”
The Wyndham Collection tub she chose
is juxtaposed against stone from the Tile
Shop; the material is dark from the floor to
the top of the tub but turns to white the rest
of the way up the ceiling. The aptly named
Fascination chandelier by Uttermost

Big bathroom windows aren’t a privacy issue in this Great
Falls home—the house is on a wooded three-acre lot.

Design: Kube Architecture Glass tile: Susan
Jablon Stone tile: Stone Source Tub: Kohler
“Tea for Two” Tub faucet and spout: Lacava
Sink: Catalano Pendant lights: Lightolier
Shower fixtures: Hansgrohe

Celebrating 20 Years
Peggy Jaeger,CKD

Annapolis, MD
410-916-4761

Fred Grenfell

No. Virginia
703-967-0206

Jerry Weed, CKD
Karen Hourigan, CKD

Five New Showroom Displays
No Up-front Design Fees

301-657-1636
7001 Wisconsin Avenue
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
www.KitchenBathStudios.com
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Photograph by Paul Burk

Bringing nature indoors

Chances are
your home was built

crowns the space. Moore reports getting
“tons of calls” once she placed the image on
her Houzz.com profile: “It has proven to me
that this is the look people are going for.”
In Potomac, Carolyn Thomas of Jennifer
Gilmer Kitchen & Bath freed one client’s
master tub from a large, white, ’80s-era
enclosed deck. During the renovation, her
clients opted for a standalone air-jet tub by
BainUltra, splurging on Italian fixtures and
glass-tile mosaic installed vertically in the
back. Along with cove lighting in the newly
coffered ceiling, the bath alcove has much
more presence. The tile, she adds, “is like
a waterfall coming into the tub,” and the
lighting makes it seem to glow from within.

for someone else
That leaves two
options

1 Live with their
choices

2 Do something
different

Putting the Accent on Tile

Whatever design is adopted for a bathroom,
tile is always part of the equation. Whereas
other rooms have draperies and wallpaper
to wrap the space in color and tone, tile assumes that role in the bathroom.
“We’re definitely seeing this idea of
working with tile to create texture,” says
Nadia Subaran, co-owner of Aidan Design
in Bethesda. “It’s a sculptural element.”
Designers are moving away from thin
borders of accent tile to entire walls that
define elements of the room. Subaran
adopted that technique for a client in DC’s
Forest Hills. She used hand-molded and
-glazed tile from Ann Sacks to reinforce
the sculptural qualities of the tub and to
echo the waves of the light fixture over the
vanity. The tile also picks up the deep gray
of Aidan’s custom cabinetry. “It creates
texture and stark contrast,” Subaran says,
adding that investing in artisanal tile is akin
to hanging beautiful art in any other room.
Textured tile—even waterproof wall coverings—can work especially well in monochromatic rooms. For an all-white lady’s bath in
DC’s Kalorama, architect Bruce Wentworth
used painted wall panels by ModularArts
that are sculpted in relief. “Clients love this
wavy look because it has a watery quality,” he
says. The wall panels make a sophisticated
backdrop for the crystal chandelier, and they
evoke the beach with help from a large painting on an adjacent wall.
Tile can also be used to define a space
in a bathroom, much like a decorative rug
can define a seating area in a larger room.
DC designer Tricia Huntley used this technique in a small Georgetown bathroom.
She wrapped the wall and ceiling around
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www.gilday.com

Oriental Rug, Inc.

Taking the Hassle Out Of Home Improvement

Roofers | Design/Build | Windows | Electricians
Landscapers | General Contractors | and More!
Licensed Contractor Referrals, FollowUp Until You’re Satisfied
Cited for Superior Service in
The Washingtonian and The
Wall Street Journal
Proudly Serving Northern VA, DC, & Montgomery County MD

OUR SERVICE IS FREE TO HOMEOWNERS
homewisereferrals.com | 703-360-8222

Since 1969
We are a comprehensive provider
of fine, handmade oriental rugs.
We clean and restore rugs
from around the world.
Appraisals and Padding
“One of the most prominent of the
old-school Oriental rug emporiums
in Washington...” —The Washingtonian
4922 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W.
202-338-4141 dcorientalrugs.com
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of the season!
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Beautiful annuals, Perennials
and hanging Baskets
flowering trees & shrubs
fresh herbs & vegetables

for great ideas for your garden, watch our weekly tv show

“Merrifield’s gardening advisor”

A custom shower
in a home in DC’s
Palisades echoes
the windows that
wrap the room.

every saturday at 8 a.m. on newschannel 8

MerriField

703-560-6222
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703-968-9600
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merrifieldgardencenter.com
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Virginia Contractor's License- 2705 114349A
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Design/build: Levine Group Architects &
Builders Tub and fixtures: Union Hardware,
Bethesda Tile: Architectural Ceramics

the vanity in dark faux-leather embossed
tile, visually separating it from the toilet
and shower area, “so it feels like it’s its own
little space,” she says.
She also used tile in the shower to play
visual tricks: The textured mosaic stone
on the back wall pulls the eye through the
space, making it look larger than it is. Huntley took the same Calacatta marble from
the floor and wrapped it up the side walls
and onto the ceiling of the shower—again,
defining a separate niche without anything
structural to cut up the small bathroom.
“We had all these weird little tiny spaces
to deal with” throughout the apartment,
Huntley says. Tile helped her both open
them up and define them.
Luxury tile can be a bathroom’s biggest
cost, according to designers, but because
the space is used every day, Jonas Carnemark urges clients to spend as much
as they’re able to: “Treat yourself to the
luxury you can afford, and really think
about what it is that makes you smile. Put
the money where the smiles are.”
Jennifer Sergent (jennifersergent@verizon.
net) is a design writer whose blog, DC by
Design, covers interiors and architecture.

Photograph By Linda Fittante

HB Services is a locally owned and family-operated business. We specialize
in the improvement of the outside of your home by replacing your windows
& doors, siding & trim, decks & porches. For the inside of your
home we offer top notch kitchen design, remodeling & installation,
bath remodeling, basement finishing, wine cellar design & construction,
plus superior garage organization systems.
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maidbrigade.com

Stellar
Reputation
for Decades
Licensed,
Bonded,
Insured
MENTION THE
WASHINGTONIAN FOR

$20 OFF

YOUR FIRST CLEANING
(New Clients Only)

(888) 605-1121

ENHANCED.
A soaking, rather
than full, tub in this
DC home left room
for a large shower.

Small Wonders

Designers share their secrets—from curved vanities to tricks
with tile—for giving a tiny bathroom splash By Jennifer Sergent
Digital Edition.

The magazine Washington lives by
is now interactive.
Free for print subscribers.
Available to all at washingtonian.com/subscribe
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ith bathrooms trending bigger and
more luxurious, what’s one to do
with a tiny space where ripping
down walls isn’t an option? We asked several
interior designers for ideas on how to get the
most impact from the least square-footage.
Designer Camille Saum faced two challenges with the single bathroom in her DC
condo: It had to function for her daily needs

and also serve as an elegant powder room for
guests. Her solution was to blanket the space
in marble—from the floor into the shower
and three-quarters of the way up three walls,
capped by a three-inch shelf on two walls.
Saum had a marble radiator cover made in
addition to a “box” outside the shower where
she sets towels. The shelf provides storage for
necessities but also displays antique silver

Photograph by Stacy Zarin Goldberg

The

Making the most of space
Design: J.D. Ireland Interior Architecture
& Design Tile: Architectural Ceramics Fixtures, hardware, and teak stool: Restoration Hardware Driftwood mirror: And Beige

and glass bud vases when guests are there.
A silver chandelier illuminates the pearlized paint above the wainscoting, and a dark
antique washbasin adds pop.
“In a small space, you have to really think
through what you’re doing,” Saum says.
That was also the case for designer Tricia
Huntley, whose client had an apartment
above the Shops at Georgetown Park that
couldn’t be reconfigured in a renovation.
That left him with an almost impossibly small
“master” bath. To create the illusion of space,
Huntley wrapped dark tile around the room
and installed a glass partition on the shower
so the eye wouldn’t stop at any barrier. The
dark tones throughout, she says, “add extra
punch—it’s like looking into a dark lake.”
Huntley had the vanity custom-made so it
curves inward, allowing easier movement in
what little free floor space there is. The bowl
sink and wall-mounted faucet allow more
space on top of the vanity to place supplies.
The easiest way to economize on space
is to take out the tub. That’s why Joe Ireland had to get creative when his clients
wanted to renovate their small bathroom
in DC’s Columbia Heights but retain a
place for bathing. “To fit in a bathtub, a
vanity, and a shower big enough for two,
the only way to do it is make use of that
back corner—go up with the tub, not out,”
Ireland says.
He chose a deep, square soaking tub by
Ann Sacks, which is about half the length
of a traditional model. He also used an
open-shelf vanity from Restoration Hardware to create even more sense of space.
Because every detail is heightened in
a small room, designer Erin Paige Pitts
urges clients to get the best fixtures they
can afford. “Go crazy on the details and buy
really nice lighting,” she says, because that
can easily be the star of the show.
Pitts also offers an unusual recommendation for those still undecided: Watch
House Hunters on HGTV. “You see how
people respond to spaces,” both good and
bad, she says. “If you can make a space
seem more impressive than it is, it gives
the house more value.”

Color yourSpring

with Beautiful Music by MCYO!
Maryland Classic Youth Orchestras

Spring Concerts
at Strathmore

Sunday, May 19, 3 pm and 7 pm
3 pm: Chamber Strings, Young Artists, Symphony
7 pm: Chamber Orchestra, Philharmonic

Tickets: 301-581-5100
www.strathmore.org
www.mcyo.org
The Music Center at Strathmore, 5301 Tuckerman Lane, N. Bethesda, MD Parking is complimentary with event ticket • Metro Red Line to Grosvenor-Strathmore
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Turn Dream Into Reality

The area’s best designers, tile shops, and other experts
who can help you create a beautiful bath By Mary Yarrison

Even in classic,
older homes,
such as this one
in Cabin John,
showers are
replacing tubs.

Bath Designers and Builders

Clean and Simple
Design: Anthony Wilder Design/Build Gray
tile, showerhead and controls, sink faucet
and vanity: Porcelanosa
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Photograph by Hoachlander Davis Photography

These businesses are recommended for bathroom design and renovation. Most architects,
contractors, and design/build firms also do
bathrooms as part of larger renovations.
Alexandria Kitchen & Bath Studio handles a
project’s design and installation entirely inhouse, using tradespeople who are masters
in their fields. Look to this firm for help in
remodeling older spaces—its location in Old
Town makes that type of project common.
1502 King St., Alexandria; 703-549-1415;
akbs-oldtown.com.
Anthony Wilder Design/Build used to focus
on large-scale projects, but bathrooms now
make up about a quarter of its business. Designs are customized, and styles vary—the
firm does everything from contemporary
to traditional. A certified kitchen-and-bath
expert handles tile and plumbing fixtures.
7913 MacArthur Blvd., Cabin John; 301-9070100; anthonywilder.com.
Bath Express offers 17 packages, and you
can pick and choose to make more than
100 combinations, most of which include
Kohler hardware and Strasser cabinetry.
Most orders cost $10,000 to $20,000. The
firm’s parent company, the Kitchen Guild,
does more custom, high-end projects. Bath
Express (bathexpress.com) and the Kitchen
Guild (kitchenguild.com) both have multiple
area locations.
Boffi Georgetown, an Italian company, offers
a European feel and a sense of history—
wood designs by Maxalto are fashioned after
French designs from the period between the
two world wars. Boffi-installed bathrooms
carry a three-year guarantee. 3320 M St.,
NW; 202-337-7700; boffigeorgetown.com.
Carnemark often uses large-format (12-by24-inch) wall tiles and shower enclosures
made of Starphire glass—which appears less
green than other brands—to create modern,
open designs with clean lines. The firm takes
on custom design/build projects as well as
small updates. 7500 Old Georgetown Rd.,
Bethesda; 301-657-5000; carnemark.com.
Case Design/Remodeling has eight designers on staff—half architectural and half
interior. They provide services that range

Photograph Courtesy of Boffi

from basic cosmetic updates such as faucet
or toilet replacement to custom remodels.
To avoid unforeseen costs, the company
breaks down services into price ranges at
the beginning of each project. Multiple area
locations; casedesign.com.
Davida’s Kitchen & Tiles specializes in
cabinetry and tiling for urban, contemporary homes. The firm’s products can be
purchased in its showroom, but complete
design and installation are more common. Owner Davida Rodriguez boasts
25-plus years in the industry. 435-A&B
E. Diamond Ave., Gaithersburg; 240-3619331; davidaskitchenandtiles.com.
Dee David & Co. is owned by certified bathroom designer Dee David, who has been in
the business 40 years. Her team works in a
studio as opposed to a showroom, and visits

Sleek Shelving
Boffi’s CTline wall units—available in
different heights and depths and with a
matte or mirrored finish—start at $784.
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Objects
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Framing Nature Like Art
Design: Carnemark Design & Build Tub:
Waterworks Tub filler: Hansgrohe’s Axor
Citterio Floor tile: Ann Sacks French Blue
Vanity: SieMatic Cabinet pulls: Valli & Valli
Sink: Alape dish basin in oval Artwork:
Donald Syriani

6727 Curran Street • McLean, Virginia 22101
703/448-8200 • Fax 703/821-1272 • www.EandBeyond.com

“SPECIALIZING IN SMALL KITCHENS AND BATHS IN DC & VA” -WASHINGTONIAN MAGAZINE

START TO FINISH SCHEDULE

FAMILY OWNED & OPERATED SINCE 1980

4624 LEE HWY, ARLINGTON, VA
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703-522-7337

NO INITIAL FEES

KBFACTORY.COM

are by appointment so that each experience
is one-on-one. 2724 Dorr Ave., Suite 220,
Fairfax; 703-560-6601; deedavidandco.com.
Design Solutions manages new construction as well as remodels. It specializes in
reworking challenging spaces; the firm is
in Annapolis, where old houses sometimes
have doorways in unusual places and oddly
shaped rooms. The company takes on projects in the District, Maryland, and Northern
Virginia. 1598-D Whitehall Rd., Annapolis;
410-757-6100; dsikitchens.com.
Four Brothers opened in 2006—Ben, Alfred,
Leroy, and Kent Johnson moved from different parts of the world to Washington
to create the design/build firm. They do
mostly custom remodels, including additions and basements. 2617 Myrtle Ave., NE;
202-423-8703; fourbrotherscarpentry.com.
Globe Bath & Kitchen Remodeling offers a
large variety of flooring for its bathrooms,
including glass tile, slate, and heated options; fixtures come from manufacturers
such as Moen and Kohler. A Certified
Aging in Place Specialist company, the
firm can remodel an existing bathroom to
accommodate aging occupants. 2775-A
Hartland Rd., Falls Church; 703-629-0968;
gbkremodeling.com.
Harvey’s Kitchens & Baths does both basic
remodels and more extensive projects in
Fairfax and Loudoun counties. The firm has
recently branched out into installing its own
flooring, mostly carpet, tile, and hardwood.
22560 Glenn Dr., Suite 115, Sterling; 703444-0871; harveys-kb.com.
Jennifer Gilmer Kitchen & Bath offers full
design services, from architectural drawings to specifying products to monitoring
installation. All four staff designers work
on bathrooms, but bath specialist Carolyn
Thomas is especially sought-after—a few
years ago, she renovated the bathrooms in
the principal suite of Blair House, where
the President’s guests stay. 6935 Wisconsin
Ave., Chevy Chase; 301-657-2500; jennifergilmerkitchens.com.
Kitchen & Bath Factory provides full re-

photograph by Hoachlander Davis Photography
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Using subdued colors in this Potomac bathroom made the view out the oversize window the star.
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models only—from hall bathrooms to
master suites—using in-house designers
and contractors. It’s the only area dealer
of K&H Cabinets, a 40-year-old line from
Amish country. 4624 Lee Hwy.; 703-5227337; kitchenandbathfactory.com.
Reico Kitchen & Bath, a chain with 17 showrooms, offers a standardized remodeling
program called Reico Baths Made Easy.
Custom services are also available. The
company’s size allows for resources such
as live online chats for simple questions
early in the process. Multiple Maryland and
Virginia locations; reico.com.
Renaissance Tile & Bath began as a small
design studio in Atlanta but has expanded
in the past 20 years to include studios
around the country. The local branch is
lined with fixtures, tiles, stone options,
and other pieces available for bathroom
building and remodeling. The firm’s newest
proprietary line of tile, the O’Neil Ruppel
Design, is handmade and good for borders
and inserts. 816 N. Fairfax St., Alexandria;
703-549-7806; renaissancetileandbath.com.
Select Kitchen & Bath is an employee-owned
design/build firm that has served Virginia
and DC for 20 years. Clean lines and contemporary fixtures and lighting mark many
projects. 5217 Lonsdale Dr., Springfield;
703-866-4224; selectkitchenandbath.com.
Shreve/McGonegal offers bathroom design/
build as well as plumbing, electrical, and
handyman services. All build projects
come with a five-year warranty on labor.
212 N. West St., Falls Church; 703-532-2288;
1800smworks.com.
Sunday Kitchen & Bath keeps its showroom
open longer than many other design/
build firms—Monday and Wednesday
11 to 8, Thursday through Saturday 11
to 9, Sunday noon to 6. Owned by a pair
of designers, it handles both remodels
and new construction, often including
custom cabinetry and frameless shower
doors. 156 Gibbs St., Rockville; 240-314-7011;
sundaykitchenandbath.com.
Tabor Design Build uses three-dimensional
design software in client meetings, allowing
homeowners to participate in the drawing
of their new space. Production and building are managed in-house, and handyman
services are available. The firm works
mostly in Maryland, with some projects in
DC. 15740 Crabbs Branch Way, Rockville;
301-417-6570; tabordesignbuild.com.
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George Washington slept here.
Tiles, Fixtures, and More

Architectural Ceramics sells more than 100
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Or on a bed of similar construction. The spindle ends, visible in the crest
of the bow, reflect the fine craftsmanship revered in colonial times.
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we’re proud to represent the tradition of fine wood furniture,
made in America.
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lines of bathroom tile, the most popular of
which are ceramic or porcelain. Offerings
range from the plain white Georgetown line
that’s been a top seller for years to newer
lines such as Wood Replica and Habitat,
which look like hardwood but are made of
porcelain. Multiple Maryland and Virginia
locations; architecturalceramics.com.
Arlandria Floors has been in business since
1969, offering options ranging from standard tile and laminates to cork, bamboo,
and rubber. 1800 Mount Vernon Ave., Alexandria; 703-548-4848; arlandriafloors.com.
Atlas Marble & Tile, popular among Annapolis designers, offers stone, porcelain,
ceramic, glass, and metal tiles. DIYers can
shop at the store, too. 1244 Ritchie Hwy.,
Suite 1, Arnold; 301-261-2146; atlastile.com.
Bartley Tile & Stone Showroom sells granite,
glass, marble, metal, and ceramic tiles as
well as granite and solid-surface countertops. The firm’s own line, the Donna
Marie Collection, includes hand-painted
tiles made by one of the owners, Donna
Marie Bartley. 6931 Arlington Rd., Suite
C-2, Bethesda; 301-913-9113; bartleytile.com.
Best Tile sells tiles and bathroom accessories—think shower shelves and light-switch
covers—in metal, ceramic, stone, mosaic,
and other materials. The website includes
a virtual designer, which allows users to
see which finishes, grouts, cabinets, and
wall colors fit together best before meeting
with a designer. 11601 Boiling Brook Pkwy.,
Rockville, 301-984-3399; 8196 Terminal Rd.,
Lorton, 703-550-2352; besttile.com.
The Brass Knob Architectural Antiques is a
good place to look for individual accessories
for a bathroom, such as classic robe hooks,
cup holders, towel bars, and the occasional
medicine cabinet. The store’s stock changes
regularly, although light fixtures and doorknobs abound. 2311 18th St., NW; 202-3323370; thebrassknob.com.
Charles Luck Stone Center, which opened
a large Georgetown showroom last year,
offers both countertops and tile in uncommon materials. Among the most popular tile
lines of late is Namibian White, which looks
like a combination of granite and marble.
For those seeking floor tiles in darker hues,
the firm suggests its imported Belgian
Bluestone. 1111 34th St., NW, 202-944-2345;
1700 Sterling Blvd., Sterling, 703-674-2240;
charlesluck.com.

Home Design

Classic Floor Designs is a longtime favor-

ite that has installed flooring in the Oval
Office, the Four Seasons Hotel, and multiple embassies. Flooring options include
hardwood, cork, carpet, and exotic tile
centerpieces. 2120 L St., NW; 202-872-9860;
classicfloordesigns.info.
Concrete Jungle specializes in concrete. Vanities, floor and wall tiles, shower benches,
and sinks are some of the options designed
and installed by the firm, but make sure you
have something in mind before you get in
touch—to provide an estimate, the company requests a drawing from you. 4510-J
Metropolitan Ct., Frederick; 301-874-1001;
concretejungleonline.com.
Counter Intelligence makes and installs
bathroom countertops in granite, quartz,
and solid surface, and the online reservation
system promises installation in just two
days. 7950 Woodruff Ct., Springfield; 9015
Brookville Rd., Silver Spring; 888-401-8677;
ciacounters.com.
Design Tile organizes its Tysons showroom
by color to simplify browsing. Offerings
include floor and wall tiles in ceramic,

porcelain, stone, and metal as well as custom mosaics and glass sinks. 8455-B Tyco
Rd., Vienna; 703-734-8211; design-tile.com.
Dimensional Marble & Tile manages commercial and residential installations of marble,
ceramic tile, and granite and also provides
marble refinishing. 15932 Derwood Rd.,
Rockville; 301-987-1960; dimensionalmarbletile.thebluebook.com.
Ferguson is a nationwide wholesaler with
three area showrooms. The company
employs plumbers, contractors, designers, and trade professionals in addition to
selling faucets, sinks, and lighting. Brands
include Kohler, Pfister, Moen, and Delta.
5650 General Washington Dr., Suite D, Alexandria, 703-638-1000; 13890 Lowe St., Chantilly, 703-375-5858; 800 E. Gude Dr., Suite
A, Rockville, 301-424-1393; ferguson.com.
Fernando’s Marble Shop is a family-owned
fabricator and installer of countertops made
from granite, limestone, marble, soapstone,
slate, quartz, and many other materials. In
addition to custom builds the firm sells premade pieces. 15910 Indianola Dr., Rockville;
301-670-2794; fernandosmarbleshop.com.

Firuze stocks 5,000 slabs of granite for coun-

tertops plus company-designed vanities,
cabinetry, and tile flooring. Firuze provided the flooring for Rosslyn’s luxe Turnberry Tower condo building. 5650 General
Washington Dr., Alexandria; 703-663-1190;
firuze.com.
Franco’s Marble Shop, which has been fabricating granite countertops for 30-plus
years, also creates tub surrounds and wall
and floor paneling. Other available materials include marble, slate, onyx, and limestone. 328-G N. Stonestreet Ave., Rockville;
301-424-2322; francosmarbleshop.com.
Jud Tile sells ceramic, glass, and marble tile,
including such brands as Bedrock, Ashbury,
Eartha, and Porcelanosa. 204-G Mill St., NE,
Vienna; 703-255-5571; judtile.net.
Marble Systems is a national chain that has
sourced and finished marble for more than
30 years. The exclusive distributor of the
Tureks Stone Collection, Marble Systems
has created flooring for New York’s Trump
Plaza and Las Vegas’s Bellagio, though
the Fairfax showroom also sells directly
to homeowners. 2737 Dorr Ave., Fairfax;

For more information, call (202) 588-8840,
or visit our showroom conveniently located
on 2127 14th NW, Washington, DC 20009,
or log on to; www.dcslidingdoor.com
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Making a Splash
This vanity is made of Cambria “Waverton”
quartz, from the brand’s Marble Collection.
The material is available at Marva Marble
& Granite.

cluding granite and marble as well as rarer
offerings such as soapstone, serpentine, and
mineral compositions suitable for countertops. Sinks, faucets, and tiles from Daltile,

Architectural Ceramics, and Mosaic Tile are
also available. 2926 Prosperity Ave., Fairfax;
703-698-5595; marblexinc.com.
Marmara Corporation sells granite, marble,
limestone, onyx, and travertine flooring and countertops to contractors and

REPLACEMENT WINDOWS AND DOORS PROFESSIONALLY INSTALLED
Increase the energy efficiency, comfort and beauty of your home
this summer and all year long with new windows and doors from
Hammer and Nail Exteriors - your local Marvin® Windows and
doors authorized installing retailer. Choose from an endless
selection of styles, stunning wood options and low maintenance
products for your new construction, historic renovation or
replacement project. And, with more than 50 years of experience,
we make getting new windows and doors hassle-free.

save

500

$

with 5 or more installed windows*

or

Free

infinity® Patio door

with 10 or more installed windows*

PLUS 0% interest & no PayMents for 12 months!**
Visit us online at shopMarvinWindows.com or call 866.927.6246 to schedule a free in-home consultation.
Or, visit our showroom: 5528 Nicholson Lane, Rockville / Monday-Saturday 10am-5pm, Sunday By Appointment
Your local Marvin WindoWs and doors
authorized installing retailer.
*Offer expires 6/30/13 and may not be combined with other offers or prior purchases. One $500 savings or one free patio door per household. Infinity® from Marvin Sliding Patio Door 5068 or 6068 in white with white hardware. Standard installation included with
existing door opening. Upgrade available for additional cost. **Financing available with approved credit. Hammer and Nail Exteriors, Inc. is neither a broker nor a lender. Financing provided by third-party lenders unaffiliated with Hammer and Nail Exteriors, Inc. 0%
Interest and No Payments for 12 months assumes payment in full prior to end of 12 month promotional period. © 2013 Marvin Windows and Doors. All rights reserved. ® Registered trademark of Marvin Windows and Doors. License numbers available upon request.
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Photograph Courtesy of Marva Marble & Granite

703-204-1818; marblesystems.com.

Marblex offers standard natural stones in-

homeowners and also employs its own
craftspeople and installers. 1125 Okie St.,
NE; 202-635-4292; marmarausa.com.
Marva Marble & Granite offers granite,
marble, onyx, quartz, slate, and preciousstone composites, among other materials,
which can be used for countertops, flooring,
tub and shower surrounds, and decorative
purposes. 12225 Distribution Way, Beltsville;
301-595-1882; marvamarble.com.
Mosaic Tile Company comes highly recommended by local interior designers. With
thousands of tiles in a wide range of colors
and materials, the firm is one of the largest
distributors in the area. Multiple Virginia
and Maryland locations; mosaictileco.com.
Noland is a national wholesale distributor of
everything from light bulbs to drilling equipment. Some of the showrooms—including

Your Guide through Every Step
Rockville, Annapolis, and Fredericksburg—house Bath & Kitchen Idea Centers,
which specialize in tubs, tile, and fixtures.
4972 Boiling Brook Pkwy., Rockville, 301881-4225; 209 Chinquapin Rd., Suite 300,
Annapolis, 410-263-9261; 1325 Alum
Spring Rd., Fredericksburg, 540-373-5914;
noland.com.
Porcelanosa is an international firm that
started in Spain in 1973. Besides offering
tile that often comes in vibrant colors and
large formats, it carries vanities, showers,
faucets, and accessories. The brand is
available at several local distributors as
well as in its own showrooms. 11500 Rockville Pike, North Bethesda, 301-294-8193;
701-B Dover Rd., Rockville, 301-294-8193;
porcelanosa-usa.com.
R. Bratti Associates is a stone company that
specializes in vanity tops, custom sinks, and
slab shower walls and floors. Materials include natural and engineered stones, which
the firm prefers to install itself. 401 E. Glebe
Rd., Alexandria; 703-549-1135; rbratti.com.
Stone Source is a national chain selling
natural and engineered stone, ceramic,
porcelain, and glass tile as well as wood and
aluminum foam, often used to create edgier
wall displays and ceiling tiles. Materials can
be used for flooring, walls, and countertops.
1129 20th St., Suite 501, NW; 202-265-5900;
stonesource.com.
Thos. Somerville Co. sells tubs, faucets, sinks,
and toilets from BainUltra, Delta, Steamist,
and Grohe, among others. Walk-in tubs
and other “aging in place” options are also
available. Multiple area locations; somervilleshowroom.com.
The Tile Shop sells both online and in its
six local showrooms, which will expand
to eight later this year. Do-it-yourselfers
will find handyman guides, grout-selector
tools, and instructional seminars. The
large showrooms feature lots of inspirational vignettes as well as floor and wall
tiles in stone, ceramic, porcelain, metal,
glass, and faux wood. Multiple area locations; tileshop.com.
Union Hardware is a third-generation,
family-owned business selling virtually
everything for bathrooms—from sinks
and countertops to towel warmers,
lighting, and steam generators. 7800
Wisconsin Ave., Bethesda; 301-654-7810;
unionhard-ware.com.
Washington Marble & Granite Co. doesn’t do a
lot of bathrooms—they make up 10 percent

From early planning to the first good book,
let BOWA be your guide through every step of the
remodeling experience. BOWA transforms houses
into homes™ through the design and construction
of luxury renovations and additions. When you
have a project of any size in mind, call BOWA first.

Metro Area: 703-734-9050
Middleburg: 540-687-6771
www.bowa.com
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Purchase Consultations n Condo Remodeling
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of the firm’s business—but customers in the
market for a large master-bath makeover
can look to this custom fabricator for large
steam showers, decks for soaking tubs, and
other big stone pieces for the bath. 10088
Tyler Ct., Ijamsville, Md.; 301-831-1323;
washingtonmarble.com.
Waterworks offers high-end faucets,
showers, tubs, fixtures, and accessories
in contemporary styles. Tiles, furniture,
and accessories such as bathmats, towels,
baskets, and stools are also available. 3314
M St., NW; 202-333-7180; waterworks.com.
W.T. Weaver & Sons has operated locally since
1889, selling decorative hardware and bath
fixtures. Projects have included the White
House and Blair House in addition to many
residences. Offerings include cabinets,
mirrors, lighting, tubs, and showerheads.
1208 Wisconsin Ave., NW; 202-333-4200;
weaverhardware.com.

More Information

The American Institute of Architects offers

a free database of certified architects and
firms searchable by location as well as
sample contracts and other documents
for homeowners to use for reference or as
models. 800-242-3837; aia.org.

The National Association of the Remodeling
Industry has tips on finding, interviewing,

and selecting a remodeler. The website
also provides budgeting worksheets and a
database of remodelers searchable by Zip
code. 847-298-9200; nari.org.

The National Kitchen & Bath Association

offers a free database of professionals, a
downloadable kitchen-and-bath planner
for homeowners, and other online guidance. 800-843-6522; nkba.org.

Referral Services

HomeAdvisor (homeadvisor.com), Home
Connections of Washington DC (wash-
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ington-dc.homeconnections.com),
HomeWise Referrals (homewisereferrals.com), and Urban Referrals (urba
nreferrals.com) provide free referrals
to area contractors they’ve screened.
Delbe Home Services (delbehomeservices.
com) offers annual membership for
$175 for single-family homes, $475 for
condos; members are assigned to representatives, who suggest contractors
to manage projects. Contractors will
come to members’ homes 24 hours a day
w
for emergencies.

